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Obsolete Paper Currency and
Scrip of Kansas

By Maurice M. Burgett and James F. Lindsay

The Society of Paper Money Collectors has undertaken the task of revising and bringing up to
date the "Obsolete Note Listings by States" as published in The Numismatist during the period of 1922-
36. These original listings are still regarded as standard references on the subject of obsolete currency,
and some of them have been reprinted in book form. They stand as a tribute to their author, David C.
Wismer, a numismatic pioneer of Hatfield, Pennsylvania, who died in 1949 at the age of 92.

FORWARD

KANSAS BANKING HISTORY

The writers have not attempted to present an exhaustive treatise on Kansas banking history, since
those interested can find several such works available in libraries, etc. Instead, the following brief
sketch has been prepared and anyone interested in further research is invited to inquire at his local
library for further information on this subject.

In 19th century Kansas. the centers of banking activity were Leavenworth and Atchison. The
first national bank (permitted by the act of 1863) w as chartered in Leavenworth. This was the First
National Bank of Leavenworth with Thomas Carney as president. The largest private bank was
Scott, Kerr and Company. In 1857. the legislature had provided for the creation of the Kansas
Valley Bank with five branches. Only the branch at Atchison was established, in 1858, with Sen-
ator Samuel C. Pomeroy as one of the most important leaders. In 1859 the Exchange Bank of
William Hetherington was established there, and in 1867 the city got its first national bank.

Each of Kansas' constitutions provided for a banking system, and in 1861 the first legisla-
ture submitted to the voters in the first election a general banking act, but although this act was
approved. no banks were chartered. Therefore, banking in early Kansas was in the hands of pri-
vate and national banks. The national banks were. of course. regulated by the federal government,
but there were insufficient safeguards on private banking. Banking became a highly uncertain en-
terprise, and anyone who had a strongbox and a desire to handle other people's money could be-
come a banker. Early Kansans' hostility to banks grew out of questionable practices by the
banks. high interest rates, and scarcity of money. When the federal government levied a tax on
state bank note issues. they were driven from circulation, and thus a chronic credit shortage was
created in the West. The Kansas farmer often was forced to rely for funds on mortgage compa-
nies and unregulated private persons who carried on the quasi-banking activities.

In 1868, the legislature sought to incorporate savings banks, and these began carrying on gen-
eral banking business since there was no regulation to prevent their doing so. This practice was
later sustained by the state courts. In 1879, the legislature tried to make bank officers liable for
their depositors' losses, but it was not until 1891 that the state actually passed an act providing
general banking rules and a banking commissioner to regulate them. This system was in opera-
tion without significant change until 1947, when it was overhauled to bring it more into line
with 20th century economic conditions. In 1887, largely as a result of the work of John R. Mul-
vane of Topeka, a "Kansas Bankers Association" was established. and it gradually increased
the respectability of a fraternity which was highly criticized in early Kansas.

Statistics are not entirely reliable before 1891 except for the national banks. In that year
there were 561 state and national banks in Kansas (159 listed in 1890) with assets of $69,811,000.
The depression years of the 1890's reduced the number of banks to 465 in 1898. but after that the
increase was continuous until in 1921 there were 1,379 banks. with assets of $553.933.000.

With a few exceptions, the obsolete currency of Kansas is rare and seldom encountered. While
it is more probable that notes were issued in Kansas which do not appear in the following list,
only such as are definitely known to exist have been included. Considerable effort has been ex-
pended in assigning degrees of rarity and value to the notes, and it is believed that they are as ac-
curately and realistically rated as is possible, considering the limited factual information available
on the subject.

Following is a scale of rarity, which is standard for all states:
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R-1 over 200 No Kansas notes this common are
known.

R-2 100-200 No Kansas notes this common are
known.

R-3 50-100 $25.00-40.00
R-4 25-50 $40.00-60.00

R-5 10-25 $60.00-75.00
R-6	 5-10 $75.00-100.00
R-7	 1-5 	 $100.00 to Whatever price agreed

upon by buyer and seller. Prices are for notes
in very fine or better condition.
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The following is a list of concerns known to have been engaged in banking activities in early
Kansas, but none of their note issues are known:

Denver City
	 Leavenworth

Brown, Brother and Company's Bank
	

D. R. Anthony's Bank
Turner and Hobbs Bank

	
J. C. Hemingray's and Company's Bank

Lawrence 	 Smoot, Russell and Company's Bank
E. D. Thompson's Bank

Imprints found on Kansas obsolete notes:

1. American Bank Note Co., New York
2. W. H. Arthur & Co., 39 Nassau & 56 Liberty St., N. Y.
3. Continental Bank Note Co., N. Y.
4. B. F. Conies & Macy, N. Y.
5. Danforth, Wright & Co., N. Y. & Philada.
6. Doty & McFarlan, N. Y.
7. T. Groom & Co., Stationers, Boston
8. Herald of Freedom Print, Lawrence, Kan.
9. T. R. Hillard, Lith., Boston

10. K. C. Litho Co., Kansas City, Mo.
11. Ferd Meyer & Co., No. 36 Fulton St., New York
12. Middleton, Strobridge & Co.
13. W. L. Ormsby, N. Y.
14. Sage, Sons & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
15. Smoky Hill & Republican Union Print
16. The R. F. Stadler Co., St. Louis
17. R. P. Studley & Co., Agents, St. Louis
18. M. H. Traubel Lith., 409 Chestnut St., Phila.
19. Wellstood, Hay & Whiting, New York & Boston
20. A. Whitcomb, Printer

ABILENE

No obsolete note issued by any bank in Abilene or, for that matter, any actual paper currency of
any sort, has ever come to light. This is strange, since Abilene was the "end of the line" for the herds of
cattle brought from Texas over the famous Chisholm trail. This fact alone places Abilene among the
prominent localities of Kansas—a mecca for tourists today since it was also the birthplace of President
Eisenhower!

THE ABILENE BANK

First started by Mr. W. B. Clarke, this establishment was taken over in 1872 by a firm called Au-
gustine and Lebold. Shortly thereafter the senior partner, Jacob Augustine, sold out to one J. M.
Fisher, who then became the partner of C. H. Lebold. The bank operated until Oct. 28, 1889, and
then closed, paying its creditors at the rate of ten cents on the dollar. The only known numismatic
memento of this pioneer establishment is a check dated Aug. 7, 1881, in the amount of $75.00 and is
presently owned by Mr. James F. Lindsay.

('heck on the Abilene Bank
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ATCHISON
CITY OF ATCHISON

1. Written denominations; 10c known; 1859. Have no description 	  R-7

EXCHANGE BANK

This was a private bank established June 30, 1859 by William Hetherington. It was a forerunner
of the present Exchange National Bank of Atchison. Notes are known signed by H. B. Stirges, Cashier,
and John Browne, President.

2. 1.00 month and day to be written in; 1861 printed. No plate letter. (L) kneeling female with
sheaf and sickle; Indian maiden in background. (C) small spread eagle; dog's head below.
(R) four "ONE"s in circle; "I" in circle above and below. Uniface; maker's imprint missing
on only photo of note seen. 	  R-7

3. 2.00 month and day to be written in; 1861 printed. No plate letter. (L) Indian squaw and
child in canoe in ornate oval. (C) boat near shore; small eagle below. (R) horse running; "2"
in circle below. Uniface. Imprint: W. H. Arthur & Co., 39 Nassau & 56 Liberty St., N. Y.

	  R-7

KANSAS VALLEY BANK

This bank was organized on Jan. 7, 1858. Its charter was cancelled and renewed later in the same
year. In 1861, the Kansas Legislature gave permission to change the name to "The Bank of the State
of Kansas."

4. 3.00 (L) Three pigs; "3" above. (C) Two wild horses running on prairie; horses in the dis-
tance. (R) Female portrait; "3" above. Uniface Imprint: Danforth, Wright & Co., N. Y. &
Philada. 	  R-7

5. 5.00 (L) Portrait of girl holding dove; "5" above. (C) Indians on horseback shooting buffalo.
(R) Male portrait; "5" above. Uniface; same imprint. 	  R-7

6. 10.00 (L) Railroad train; "10" above. (C) "X" on a shield. (R) Steamboat, river, etc.; "10"
above. Uniface; same imprint. 	  R-7

7. 20.00 (L) Female seated by shield; female standing left; "20" above. (C) Immigrant party;
oxen, wagons, horse, etc. (R) male portrait; "20" above. Uniface; same imprint. 	  R-7

8. 50.00 (L) Sailor standing; capstan, bales, barrels, etc.; vessels in distance; "50" above. (C)
Steamboat; city in distance. (R) Male portrait "50" above. Uniface Imprint: American
Bank Note Co., N. Y. 	  R-7

9. 100.00 (L) Male portrait; "C" above. (C) Spread eagle on shield. (R) Male portrait; "100"
above. Uniface Imprint: American Bank Note Co., N. Y. 	  R-7

BANK OF THE STATE OF KANSAS

This bank operated from 1861 to 1866, then voted to liquidate. Its remaining assets were pur-
chased by the Exchange Bank of Atchison.

10. 1.00 "18" printed; remainder of date to be written in. Plate letter B. (L) Two girls with sickle
and basket of flowers. (C) Dog on safe with numeral "1" at left and right. (R) maiden
seated with basket of fruit. Obverse in green and black; uniface. Imprint: American Bank
Note Co., N. Y. 	  R-7

11. 3.00 "18" printed; remainder of date to be written in. Plate letter A. (L) Swine in oval; "3"
in ornate circle above. (C) Horses stampeding on prairie; "THREE" below. (R) Bust of
young lady in circle with floral border; "3" surrounded by eight "THREE"s in frame. Obverse
in green and black; uniface. Imprints ABC, and Danforth, Wright & Co., New York and
Philada.   R-7
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12. 10.00 "18" printed; remainder of date to be written in. No plate letter. (L) Railroad train in
mountains; "10" in circle above. (C) "10" in fancy oval; "X" in shield below. (R) River
steamer; "10" in frame of overlapping lozenges each enclosing "TEN DOLLARS" above.
Obverse in green and black; uniface. Imprint: same as No. 11.   R-7

CHETOPA
CITY OF CHETOPA

This issue is reported to have appeared about 1871.

1. 1.00 no date; no plate letter. (L) Two deer in forest. (C) River steamer; railroad train;
stagecoach. (R) Sheaf of grain with agricultural implements; "1" above. "ONE" overprinted
in red. Ornate green reverse design. Imprint: The R. F. Stadler Co., St. Louis. 	  R-5

2. 2.00 no date; no plate letter. (L) Indian maiden crossing stream. (C) River steamer; rail-
road train; stagecoach. (R) Beehive; "2" above. "TWO" overprinted in red. Ornate green
reverse design. Imprint: same as No. 1. 	  R-5

City of Chetopa No. 2

DELAWARE CITY

This town is no longer in existence. It was located on the Missouri River about four miles
southeast of Leavenworth, and had disappeared by 1880. Notes are known signed by V. Harris and W.
W. Ferris as cashier and A. J. Maxwell as president.

DELAWARE CITY BANK

1. 1.00 Dec. 20, 1854. Plate letter B. (L) Female leaning against ornamental shield enclosing a
numeral "1." (C) Railroad train crossing prairie; small bear below. (R) Boy with sickle lying
beneath sheaf of grain; "1" in oval above. Inscribed: "Established on Specie Basis." Uniface;
no maker's imprint. 	  R-7

2. 1.00 July 1, 1858; final digit of year date written in. Plate letter B. (L) town scene; "1"
in scalloped circle above. (C) Steamboat in harbor; small eagle below. (R) Pastoral scene;
"1" in circle above. Uniface; no maker's imprint. 	  R-7

3. 2.00 July 1, 1858; final digit of year date written in. Plate letter A. (L) Male portrait;
"TWO" below; "2" in ornamental circle above. (C) Seated female with sheaf of grain and
agricultural and industrial implements; train on bridge behind. (R) River steamer in oval;
"TWO" below; "2" above. Uniface; no maker's imprint. 	  R-7

4. 2.00 Feb. 9, 1859; "18" printed; balance of date written in. Plate letter A. Same general
format as No. 3 above, but each vignette is slightly different. Uniface; imprint illegible on
photo of only note seen. 	  R-7

EASTON
THE EASTON BANK

No information is available concerning this bank. The only note seen bears the signatures of E.
Alton, Cashier, and G. P. Harry, President.

1. 5.00 Sept. 20, 1855. Plate letter B. (L) "5" in ornamental circle. (C) Farmer plowing field
with oxen. (R) Washington in oval; "FIVE" and "5" above. Uniface; no maker's imprint.

	  R-7

ELWOOD
CITY OF ELWOOD

1. 20.00 1860. Have no description. 	  R-7
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Easton No. 1

FT. LEAVENWORTH
MERCHANTS BANK

This is thought to be the first bank to be established in Kansas Territory. The notes are usually
found signed by E. W. Raymond as cashier and L. Ayer as president and are dated Aug. 21, 1854;
the first two digits of the year date are printed. Imprint: W. L. Ormsby, New York.

1. 2.00 Plate A. (L) Two maidens seated on wharf with ship in background. (R) Bust of
Zachary Taylor in oval; wreath below; "2" in circle above. Numerals "2" form border on
all four sides. Uniface. 	  R-3

2. 3.00 Plate A. (L) Cameo head; "3" in floral oval above. (C) Vulcan seated at forge. (R)
Bust of Wm. H. Harrison; "3" in floral oval above. Numerals "3" form border on all four
sides. Uniface. 	  R-3

3. 5.00 Plate A. (L) Female figure with tools seated leaning against shield; river traffic in back-
ground; "5" in circle above. (R) Bust of Zachary Taylor in oval; "5" in circle above; two
maidens with grain and liberty cap on pole. Numerals "5" form border on all four sides.
Uniface.   R-5

Fort Leavenworth No. 1

4. 10.00 Plate A. (L) Arm with hammer in oval; eagle and "X" in oval above. (C) Seated
female with spinning wheel; house in background. (R) Cameo head of Washington in oval
flanked by fruit and flowers; "10" in circle. Roman numerals "X" form border on all four sides.
Uniface. 	  R-5

THE DROVERS BANK

All notes are dated July 1, 1856, and bear plate letters A and B. On most specimens the ab-
breviation "FT" has been crossed out by hand. Mostly signed by Sargent and Corvisant as cashier
and president, this issue was produced by W. L. Ormsby of New York. A 1.00 note bearing the
signature of Geo. Nichols has been reported, but the authenticity of this signature cannot be verified.

5. 1.00 Entire obverse covered by a pastoral scene of sheep and cattle; farmhouse in background.
Value numerals in all four corners. Reverse: Fancy design in orange composed of the word
"ONE" repeated many times in large circle. 	  R-4

6. 2.00 Same as preceding except for denomination. 	  R-4

7. 3.00 Same as preceding except for denomination. 	  R-4
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FORT SCOTT
D. S. AMES, JEWELLER

This merchant is reported to have been in business from 1869 to 1870.

1. 10c Have no description. 	  R-7

2. 50c Not dated. No plate letter. (L) "50" in oval. (C) List of merchandise, name and address
of merchant; value numerals repeated five times above and below. (R) identical to (L)
Reverse: Indentical except for center inscription which describes services rendered. No
maker's imprint. 	  R-7

R. D. LENDER

This merchant is rumored to have been a military trader or sutler at the fort. The only note seen
bears a manuscript signature "Lender & Co."

3. 50c Nov. 5, 1862. No plate letter. (L) Tree on edge of ravine. (R) Small locomotive and cars;
value numerals right and left. Uniface; no maker's imprint. 	  R-7

J. S. MILLER

No factual information exists concerning this merchant; he too is rumored to have been a sutler.
The only note seen has been signed: John S. Miller.

4. 25c Nov. 10, 1862; No plate letter. (L) Indian huntress; "25" above. (C) Small eagle and flag.
(R) Classical female figure; "25" above. Uniface; no maker's imprint. 	  R-7
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Hiawatha No. 1

HIAWATHA
ENGLEHART & FAIRCHILD

No information has come to light regarding this firm.

1. 1.00 Nov. 1, 1862; (final digit of year date written in). No plate letter. (L) Two maidens
holding bows; "ONE" in rectangle above. (C) Female seated with sheaf of grain; ornamental
"1" in circle on each side. (R) Indian resting on shield; holding pole with liberty cap; "ONE"
in rectangle above. Obverse green and black; uniface. Imprint: M. H. Traubel Lith., 409
Chestnut St., Phila.   R-7

JUNCTION CITY
STREETER & STRICKLER

These merchants dealt in dry goods and real estate during 1861-63, and probably operated a bank
in the corner of their store. Due to business difficulties, one of the partners is reported to have left
town just ahead of a lynch mob, and the remaining partner faded into oblivion.

1. 25c May 1, 1862. Plate letter B. (L) Scene of sailors on dock; surmounted by firm name and
list of goods; arch above. (C) Locomotive in oval. (R) Bust of Washington in oval; ".25 cts."
above. Inscribed: "Redeemable in U.S. Treasury Notes." Uniface Imprint: Smoky Hill and
Republican Union Print. 	  R-7

2. 1.00 Nov. 1, 1862. Plate letter C. (L) Farmer plowing with yoke of oxen; house in background.
(C&R) identical to No. 1 except for denomination. Printed in light blue. Uniface Imprint:
Smoky Hill and Republican Union Print. 	  R-7

3. 10c May 1, 1863. No plate letter. (L) Fancy rectangle composed of value numerals and
"CENTS" interspersed by circles. (C) Bust of Washington. (R) Indentical to L. Reverse:
"PAYABLE AT OUR COUNTER IN JUNCTION CITY OR AT THE OFFICE OF N.
McCRACKEN, LEAVENWORTH, KANS." printed in green. Imprint: Doty & McFarlan, N. Y.

	  R-7

LAWRENCE
OFFICE OF PROTECTION

In 1856 an organization was formed in Lawrence, to assist in attempts to form a state government
and to protect the city. Called the "Office of Protection," it issued scrip as described, on both white
and blue paper.

1. Protective Fund Scrip. Denomination and part of date to be written in; "1856" printed. (L)
Across end in frame: "Millions for Defence—Not One Cent for Tribute". (C) Small cannon.
Lower (R) Four spaces for signatures of disbursing committee. Uniface; no maker's im-
print. 	  R-7

ELDRIDGE BROS.

This firm operated a hotel and its notes, which are not known signed, are inscribed payable "in
gold". The month of isssue is to be written in; "FIRST, 1858" is printed.

2. 25c (L) Standing female with sword and scales; male bust on pedestal behind; "25" above.
(C) Stagecoach drawn by four horses; dog's head below. (R) Small building; "25" in circle
above. Uniface Imprint: Herald of Freedom Print. 	  R-7

3. 50c Identical to above except for denomination; "L" above female figure at left. 	  R-7

4. 1.00 (L) Female kneeling with sickle and sheaf of grain; Indian maiden behind; "ONE" in
lozenge above. Balance of design identical to foregoing except for value numerals in upper
right. 	  R-7

5. 2.00 Have no description. 	  R-7

6. 3.00 Identical to Nos. 2 and 3 except for denomination. 	  R-7
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Lawrence No. 10
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LAWRENCE BANK

Chartered Feb. 11, 1858, this bank operated until 1864, and issued notes secured by bonds pledged
with the Secretary of State, or State Treasurer, at Topeka. Their notes were to be redeemed in coin.
During Quantrill's raid on Lawrence in August, 1863, a number of these notes were stolen by him
or one of his band, and these notes are believed to be those existing in collections today. All notes
have plate letter A; "18" of date printed; balance to be written in. Known signatures are S. C. Smith,
Cashier, and R. Murrow, President; countersignatures are George Laiffer and D. L. Lakin. All notes
are uniface; in red and black. Imprint: American Bank Note Co., N. Y.

7. 1.00 (Nov. 1, 1862). (C) Man carrying bag of grain; horse and colt; man and boy on bridge
fishing. (R) on right end division; "1" on upper corner; female portrait left; "1" above.
"Lyman's Protection" note with dividing line so that note could be cut into 1/3 and 2/3 of
dollar for the purpose of making change. 	  R-6

8. 2.00 (July 1, 1861). (L) Division; steamboat "Lawrence" below, "2" on upper corners 	  (R)
Division; "2" on upper right corner. Dividing line in center to allow note to be cut in half
for making change) each half representing one dollar. (Lyman's Protection). 	  R-6

9. 3.00 (L) Division; female Indian and child
steamers; city in background; wharf with
"THREE" in red. Dividing line on left of
representing one dollar (1/3 of note) and

seated on bank of stream. (R) Division; six river
goods, men, and teams; "3" on right upper corner;
center to allow cutting to make change, left and
right end being two dollars. (Lyman's Protection).
  R-6

10. 5.00 (L) Division; "FIVE" repeated many times making elaborate design; Lyman's Protection
device in center. (C) Indian on horseback spearing buffalo on prairie. (R) Division; ornate
numeral "5" below "5" in circle. Dividing line at left of center, right and constituting 3/5 of
note. 	  R-6

WM. H. R. LYKINS, BANKER

This firm was established early in 1857 as Babcock and Lykins Bank, but Babcock soon sold
his interest to Lykins, who made at least two issues of notes. Notes are signed by Wm. H. R. Lykins,
Banker.

11. 1.00 Feb. 25, 1862. No plate letter. (L) Female standing with sheaf of grain; "ONE" above.
(R) Liberty seated leaning against shield; holding pole with liberty cap; large "1"; medium
"ONE"; small "ONE." Small eagle lower center. Uniface; pinkish paper; no maker's im-
print. 	  R-7

12. 1.00 June 2, 1862. No plate letter. "186"
tion pledge; "1" in circle above. (C) Ind
and flags behind; small spread eagle above;
on horseback; "1" in circle above. "ONE" in

Conies & Macy, N. Y. 	

printed; balance of date written in. (L) Redemp-
. an maiden seated by shield; weapons; implements,
train and ships in background. (R) Washington
green overprint in center. Uniface Imprint: B. F.

R-7

13. 2.00 Same as above except for denomina tion. 	  R-7

14. 3.00 Same as above except for denomination. 	  R-7

M. NEWMARK & Co.

This clothing merchant, known to have been in business in 1870, can be traced to 1890.

15. 50c no date. (L) "50" in oval. (C) List of merchandise; name and address; value numerals
repeated five times above and below. (R) Indentical to (L). Reverse: Indentical to obverse.
Imprint: Fend Meyer & Co. 	  R-7

REDWING BANK

The known notes of this bank are inscribed: "Pay the Bearer at my Office; 25 Market St.,
Boston" and were undoubtedly made for sale to emigrants bound to Kansas, a thousand miles west
of Boston. It seems unlikely that many of them were ever returned to Boston for redemption! These
notes bear a printed date of April 18, 1857, and were produced by Wellstood, Hay, and Whiting, of New
York and Boston. No signed or numbered specimens are known.

16. 2.00 Plate letter A. (L) Farmer with team, plow, and dog; train on bridge in background; "2"
in escutcheon above. 	 (C) Bust of young girl in oval. (R) Indian with bow; "2" in orna-
mental circle above. Ornate reverse design in red; "TWO" in rectangle; value numerals at
each end. 	  R-7

17. 3.00 no plate letter. (L) Drover with cattle and sheep; "THREE" below; "3" in circle above.
(R) Bust of girl in fashionable attire; "3" on shield above. Reverse same as foregoing except
for denomination. 	  R-7

18. 5.00 no plate letter. (L) Mounted Indians watching train crossing prairie; "5" in circle below.
(C) Female bust in oval. (R) Large "5" with Indians, waterfall, bridge, etc.; "FIVE" above.
Reverse same as foregoing except for denomination.   R-7

SIMPSON BROS. BANK

Established in 1858, this bank is said to have operated until 1877, except for the time of William
Clarke Quantrill's raid in August, 1863. The onlysignature known is that of C. C. Banner as president.
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19. 1.00 Aug. 2, 186-. Plate letter A. (L) Female leaning against column; "ONE" in rectangle
below. (C) Waterfront scene with steamer, warehouse, train, etc. (R) Bust of Daniel Webster
in oval; "1" in escutcheon above. "ONE" overprinted in red at lower center. Uniface Im-
print: T. Groom & Co., Stationers, Boston. 	  R-7

20. 1.00 Same as above but "ONE" overprinted in green. 	  R-7

21. 1.00 Same without overprint. 	  R-7
LEAVENWORTH CITY

CITY BANK

This institution had a short life, closing after about six months.

1. 1.00 Nov. 1, 1856. Plate letters A and B. (L) "ONE" and value numeral in ornate circle. (C)
Single reaper harvesting grain. (R) "ONE" and value numeral in ornate circle. Ornamental
reverse design in red. Imprint: W. L. Ormsby, New York. 	  R-7

2. 2.00 Nov. 1, 1856. Plate Letter A. (L) Two circles, each enclosing a numeral "2" (C) Two
reapers harvesting grain. (R) Identical to L. Ornamental reverse design in red. Imprint:
Same as No. 1. 	  R-7

3. 3.00 Nov. 1, 1856. Plate letter A. (L) Three circles; each enclosing a numeral "3" 	 (C)
Three reapers harvesting grain. (R) Identical to (L). Ornamental reverse design in red. Im-
print: Same as No. 1. 	  R-7

THE DROVERS BANK

4. 1.00 Identical to Ft. Leavenworth No. 1 except that point of issue is inscribed "Leavenworth
City." 	  R-4

5. Same as above except for denomination. 	  R -4

6. 3.00 Same as above except for denomination. 	  R-4

7. 5.00 Nov. 1, 1856. Plate letters A-B-C-. (L) Two ornamental circles each containing a numeral
"5." (C) Heads of two horses and colt. (R) Identical to (L). Reverse: Five ornamental
circles each containing a bust of Washington; printed in red. Imprint: Same as preceding.

	  R-4

8. 10.00 Nov. 1, 1856. Plate letter A. (L) Two ornamental circles each containing a numeral "10."
(C) Indians on horseback spearing buffalo; other buffalo in background. (R) Identical to (L).
Reverse: Ten ornamental circles; each containing a numeral "X"; printed in red. Imprint:
Same as preceding. 	  R-5
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Leavenworth No. 2

Leavenworth No. 6

NOTE: Numbers 4 through 8 above also appear with the signatures of Sargent and Corvisant, as
on the similar issues of Ft. Leavenworth. However, most of the ten dollar notes are unsigned. A ten
dollar note signed by A. Base as cashier, and John B. Rosser as president, numbered 136, was owned by
D. C. Wismer. It is now in the possession of James Lindsay of Fort Lauderdale, Florida.

An issue of scrip was made in 1858 by the Constitutional Convention held in Leavenworth, to
reimburse those who attended the convention for their expenses.

9. Constitution scrip; denomination; month; day; and final digit of year to be written in; "185"
printed. (C) Eagle on flag; factories and ship in background. Simple floral border on all
four sick's. Uniface; no maker's imprint.   R-7

LEAVENWORTH
CLARK, GRUBER & CO.

This firm commenced operations in Leavenworth in 1857 or 1858, and was active in outfitting wagon
trains moving westward to the gold fields. A very substantial firm, Clark, Gruber & Co., at one time
moved $300,000.00 in gold dust to the Philadelphia irint to be struck into coins. In 1860, Clark moved
to Denver and began striking coins. Later the firm became the U. S. Assay Office of Denver. Their
notes bear manuscript signatures: Clark, Gruber & Co.

1. 1.00 June 1, 1861. No plate letter. (L) Bust of young girl; numeral "1" above. (C) Deer being
chased by hounds. (R) "ON" in rectangle; ship below. Uniface; no maker's imprint. Note:
This note is considered to be unique. The only known copy was formerly owned by D. C.
Wismer. 	  R-7

2. 1.00 Nov. 1, 1862. Plate letter A. (L) Numeral "1" above; Indian brave below. (C) Deer being
chased by hounds; "ONE" in red panel below. (R) "1" in ornamental circle; dog and safe
below. Uniface Imprint: American Bank Note Co., New York. 	  R-7

3. 1.00 Same as above but without red panel around "ONE." 	  R-7

BANK OF J. W. MORRIS

Morris, a physician, is said to have arrived in Leavenworth in 1857 and opened an office. Nothing
is known of his banking activities.

4. 1.00 Nov. 1, 1862. (L) Deer. (C) Indian maidens; shield and eagle. (R) Dog on safe. No
other information available. 	  R-7

5. 5c Jan. 1, 1863. No plate letter. (C) Value numeral. (R) Printed signature of Jas. J 	  Ott.
Countersigned: J. Morris. Reverse: "Five within ornamental frame; all in red. No maker's
imprint. 	  R-7
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SCOTT KERR & CO.

This firm commenced operations about February, 1857, as Isett-Brewster and Company, and sold
out to Scott in 1858. Scott, Kerr & Co. eventually became the First National Bank of Leavenworth.
Notes are signed: Lucien Scott, President.

6. 1.00 June 1, 1862. Plate letter A. (L) Scene of grist mill with horses drinking at trough;
miller bagging grain, chickens, etc.; "ONE" on "1" below. (R) Lt. General Winfield Scott; "1"
above; small spread eagle on shield at left of numeral. Town name spelled as "LEVEN-
WORTH." Uniface Imprint: American Bank Note Co., N.Y. 	  R-7

7. 1.00 Same as above except that town name is spelled "LEAVENWORTH." 	  R-7

CITY OF LEAVENWORTH
This attractively designed series of notes was produced by the Continental Bank Note Co. of New

York, and is dated May 16, 1871. Signature spaces were provided for the mayor and clerk, but most
of these notes are found unsigned.

8. 1.00 Plate letters A and B. (L) Value numerals; "ONE" between. Seated female figure holding
sword and pole with liberty cap. (R) Value numerals; "ONE" between; Kansas state seal.
Serial number printed in red. Ornate green reverse design. 	  R-4

9. 2.00 no plate letter. (L) Value numeral between ornamental ovals. (R) Value numeral between
ornamental ovals; settlers in cabin being attacked by Indians. Serial number printed in red.
Ornate green reverse design. 	  R-4

10. 5.00 no plate letter. (L) Value numeral flanked by ornamental ovals; female with shield
seated in clouds. (R) Identical to L; "5" in oval add:d. Ornate green reverse design. ... R-4

City of Leavenworth No. 10

Lecompton No. 5

LECOMPTON
1. Auditor's warrant (Territory of Kansas). Denomination and remainder of date to be written

in; "18" printed. L: printed. L: Standing female with sword and scales; male bust on pedestal
behind; small spread eagle above. Uniface Imprint: Herald of Freedom Print.   R-7

STATE BANK OF LECOMPTON, K. T.

The following notes, produced in sheets of four by W. L. Ormsby, New York, all bear plate letter
A and are dated Nov. 1, 1856. Had the Pro-Slavery Party won out in Kansas, this would have been their
bank and bank-note issue, and Lecompton the capital of Kansas.
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2. 1.00 (L) "ONE" on "1" in ornate circle. (C) Single cherub in flight holding wreath. (R)
Identical to L. Reverse: Intricate design in red consisting of the word "ONE" repeated in
circle. 	  R-7

3. 2.00 Same as preceding but words and value numerals changed to "2"; two cherubs. Reverse:
Same but "2" in two overlapping circles 	  R-7

4. 3.00 (L) and (R) Two circles each enclosing a numeral "3." (C) Three cherubs in flight holding
wreaths. Reverse: Same as preceding but "3" repeated in three overlapping circles. 	  R-7

5. 5.00 (L) and (R) "5" in ornamental circle in upper corners. Entire face of note covered by
five cherubs in flight holding wreaths. Reverse: Five overlapping circles formed by small
numerals "5," each enclosing a bust of Washington; all in red. 	  R-7

MANHATTAN
JOHN PIPHER & CO.

No information is available concerning this firm.

1. 10c Have no description. 	  R-7

2. 25c Have no description. 	  R-7

3. 50c Have no description. 	  R-7

4. 1.00 Sept. 1862; (date written in). (L) Farmer feeding pig; "1" on die above. (C) Milkmaid;
two cows; ship and farm buildings in distance. (R) Bust of Lincoln; "1" on die above.
Uniface Imprint: Middleton, Strobridge & Co. 	  R-7

5. 2.00 Sept. 1862; (date written in). (L) and (R) Identical to foregoing except for denomination.
(C) Two stallions beside a stream. Uniface imprint same as above. 	  R-7

JOHN RIPLEY & CO.

No information is available concerning this firm.

6. 1.00 1862. Have no description. 	  R-7

MINEOLA
This town is no longer in existence.

MINNEOLA TOWN Co. (Note spelling)

1. Denomination and final digit of year date to 1)3 written in; 185- printed. (L) Female stand-
ing with sword and scales; small spread eagle above. Uniface Imprint: Herald of Freedom
	  R-7

QUINDARO
This town is no longer in existence.

QUINDARO TOWN CO.

1. Denomination and final digit of year date to be written in; 185-printed. (L) Female in field
holding sheaf of grain. Uniface Imprint: Herald of Freedom Print, Lawrence, Kansas. .... R - 7

PITTSBURG
During the eighties, several of the coal mining concerns in and near Pittsburg issued small scrip

notes for use in their company stores.

G. W. FINDLAY COAL MINES

1. 10c no date. (L) & (R) Value numerals in all four corners. (C) Value numerals in ornate
oval; "TEN" above Uniface; no maker's imprint. 	  R-7

NOTE: No town name appears on this note.

ROGERS COAL CO.

(Pittsburg and Litchfield, Kansas)

2. 5c Sept. 11 1885. (188-printed; balance of date written in). (L) Train of cars in oval; value
numerals above and below. 	 (C) & (R) Value; beaded border on all four sides. Reverse: (L)
& (R) Value in ornate frame. (C) Company name and adrress. No maker's imprint. 	 R-7

WEAR COAL CO.

3. 5c no date. (L) "5" in oval. (C) "5" and "FIVE CENTS" in rectangle. (R) Monogram in
oval. Reverse: (L) & (R) "5" in circle. (C) "FIVE CENTS" in rectangle; "5" in oval be-
hind. Both sides printed in brown; no maker's imprint.   R-7

SENECA
LAPPIN AND SCRAFFORD

One issue of notes is known; no dates or plate letters appear.
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1. 5c (L) Fancy rectangle consisting of value numerals and "CENTS" interspersed by circles.
(C) Bust of Washington; firm name and location below in red. (R) Identical to (L). Uni-
face Imprint: Doty & McFarlan, New York. 	  R-7

2. 10c Same as preceding except for denomination. 	  R-7

3. 50c Same as preceding except for denomination. 	  R-7

SUMNER

There is a Sumner County but no longer a town of Sumner.

THE SUMNER COMPANY

A series of notes was produced by T. R. Hillard, Lith., Boston, with partial date 185-printed; balance
to be written in. No plate letters appear and the notes are uniface.

1. 1.00 (L) "1" in fancy rectangle. (C) Bust of Washington flanked by cherubs and seated fe-
male. (R) "ONE" in fancy rectangle. 	  R-7

NOTE: The Kansas Historical Society owns a copy of this note dated July 13, 1858, signed by
"Saml. Harsh" as treasurer and "John P. Wheeler" as president.

2. 2.00 (L) and (R) Identical to the foregoing except for denomination. (C) Female seated
with sickle, plow, and grain in pastoral setting. 	  R-7

3. 3.00 (L) and (R) Identical to foregoing except for denomination. (C) Female seated; cor-
nucopia; cherubs; harbor in background. 	  R-7

4. 5.00 (L) and (R) Identical to foregoing except for denomination. (C) Carpenter at work;
child in foreground. 	  R-7

Sumner No. 1

Tecumseh No. 1

TECUMSEH

The City of Tecumseh, Kansas Territory, issued warrants in January, 1859, receivable for city taxes
and payable after April 1, 1859. City employees were probably required to accept these as part of
their salaries, and could either hold them until they could be redeemed, or dispose of them immediately in
the most advantageous manner possible.

1. 1.00 Jan. 1, 1859. (L) Indian with rifle on cliff, "1" in circle above. (C) Train above name.
(R) "1" in circle above agricultural implements and sheaf of grain. Imprint: Herald of Free-
dom Print.   R-7
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2. 3.00 Jan. 1, 1859. (L) Standing female with sword and scales; male bust on pedestal behind.
(C) Railroad train; dog's head below. (R) "3" in circle; agricutural implements and grain
below. Uniface; Imprint: A. Whitcomb, Printer.   R-7

TOPEKA

During the attempts to achieve statehood for Kansas in 1855-56, several issues of scrip appeared
in Topeka. These were known as Kansas State Scrip; Treasury Warrants; Protective Fund Scrip,
and Free State Warrants.

KANSAS STATE SCRIP

1. Denomination, month, and day to be written in; "1855" printed. (L) Floral design across end.
(C) Seated female with sword and scales. (R) Ornamental frame containing inscription: "Pro-
claim Liberty throughout the Land and to All the Inhabitants Thereof." Bore ten percent
interest. Uniface; imprint: The Kansas Freeman Print, Topeka, Kansas. 	  R-7

2. Same; "1856" printed. (L) Across end in frame: "Proclaim Liberty Throughout the Land and
to All the Inhabitants Thereof." (C) Spread eagle on rock. This issue also bore ten percent
interest. 	  R-7

TREASURY WARRANTS

3. 5.00 "1856" printed; balance of date to be written in. (L) "State of Kansas" across end in
ornamental frame. (C) Small spread eagle. Bottom (R) Signature space for treasurer. Bore
ten percent interest. Light blue paper; uniface; Imprint: Herald of Freedom Print, Lawrence,
Kansas.   R-7

KANSAS PROTECTIVE FUND SCRIP

4. 1856 Have no description, but it is quite possible that this scrip was similar or identical to
that issued in Lawrence in the same year. 	  R-7

KANSAS FREE STATE WARRANTS

5. Denomination, month, and day to be written in; "1856" printed. (L) "State of Kansas" across
end. (C) Harbor scene with ships. Bottom (R) signature space for "Auditor of State." Uni-
face; no maker's imprint. 	  R-7

R. H. FARNHAM, BANKER

Farnham was a lawyer from Lecompton who settled in Topeka. He issued small scrip notes dated
Aug. 10, 1862. Imprint: Sage, Sons & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

6. 5c (L) Stone mason at work. (C) Red circle enclosing "5." Uniface. 	  R-7
7. 10c (L) Lady feeding horse. (C) Red circle enclosing "10." Uniface. 	  R-7
8. 25c (L) Blacksmith at forge. (C) "25" in red. Uniface. 	  R-7
9. 50c (L) Maiden harvesting grain. (C) Red circle enclosing "50." Uniface. 	  R-7

Topeka No. 6

UNION MILITARY SCRIP

June 1, 1867. Signed by the governor, secretary, and treasurer of the state, this scrip was paid to
individuals who had suffered losses in the raid by Confederate General Sterling Price into Kansas in
1864, and the General Curtis Expedition against the Indians in the summer of the same year. Cattle,
buildings, fences, and personal services in the Union forces were paid for by these notes, which bore
seven percent interest. Numbered in red, the notes are uniface. The principal was paid on Aug. 20, 1872
Signatures usually seen are S. J. Crawford, Governor; R. A. Barker, Secretary, and M. Anderson,
Treasurer. Imprint: Continental Bank Note Co. New York.

10. 1.00 Plates A-B-C-D. (L) Seal of the state. (C) Maiden leaning against anchor; birds hovering
nearby. (R) "1" in circle. 	  R-4

11. 5.00 Plates A-B, (L) Union cavalryman with horse in blacksmith shop. (C) Seal of the state.
(R) "5" in circle. 	  R-4

12. 10.00 no plate letter. (L) Seal of the state. (R) Settlers repelling Indian attack; "10" in circle
above. 	  R-4

13. 20.00 no plate letter. (L) Seal of the state. (C) Standing female holding flag; capitol building
in background. (R) "20" in octagonal frame. 	  R-4
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14. 50.00 no plate letter. (L) Seal of the state; Indians on horseback spearing buffalo. (R) "50" in
ornamental hexagon. 	  R-5

15. 100.00 no plate letter. (L) Bust of Washington in octagonal frame. (C) Seal of the state 	  (R)
Bust of Lincoln; "100" above. 	  R-5

16. Denomination to be written in. No vignettes; inscription identical to preceding. Uniface; no
maker's imprint. This piece was probably locally produced. And was undoubtedly designed
for payment of odd sums which were not possible to settle with the foregoing notes of even
denominations.   R-7

WYANDOTT
This is now a part of Kansas City. About 1875, city warrants were issued, which are mostly found

unsigned and undated. Imprint: K. C. Litho. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

-Union Military Scrip No. 15

City of Wyandott No. 1

CITY OF WYANDOTT

1. 1.00 (L) Stag; "1" in circle above.	 (C) View of the city. (R) "1" in circle; spread eagle
below. Green border; green panel overprint. Reverse: Fancy geometric design in green; "1" at
each end. 	  R-6

2. 2.00 Same as above except for denomination. 	  R-6

KANSAS STATE SAVINGS BANK

This bank is thought to have operated from 1866 to 1872 or thereabouts, then to have gone into
liquidation. The notes are generally found in worn condition, numbered, but seldom signed or dated.
The government frowned on notes of this type, fearing that they might be confused with U. S. green-
backs. Imprint: Continental Bank Note Co., New York, and R. P. Studley & Co., Agents, St. Louis.

3. 1.00 Female portrait; "ONE" below. (C) "1" on a die with green border and "1"-"ONE"-"1"
in green. (R) State seal; "I" above. Ornate reverse design in green. 	  R-5

4. 2.00 (L) Spread eagle on rock; "TWO" on "2" below. (C) Seal of the state; green die below.
(R) "2" in upper corner. Ornate design in green. 	  R-5

5. 3.00 (L) Indians shooting at immigrants from ambush; man in wagon shooting at Indians;
"3" above. (C) "3" on a die. (R) Seal of the state. Small "3" in each lower corner.
Ornate reverse design in green. 	  R-5
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